Seeking RAs to help understand the gender earnings gap

We seek RAs who can spend time this semester to administering a survey. RAs will travel to specific T stations and administer a survey to bus/train operators during their time off.

The project aims to understand why even at the MBTA there is an earnings gap between men and women. Your help with carefully administering the survey will help us understand whether men and women have different ways of thinking about the hours they work.

Compensation: $20/hour

Interested candidates should email Valentin Bolotnyy (vbolotnyy@fas.harvard.edu) and Natalia Emanuel (emanuel@g.harvard.edu) with the following information:

- Year in school
- Which days/hours you're available to work
- 3-4 sentences on your interest in this work and experience you might have (financial interest, experience, and other reasons are all acceptable)